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U.K. stocks declined, after the FTSE 100 (UKX) Index jumped the most in 15 
months, as drops in ARM Holdings Plc and Royal Dutch Shell Plc outweighed 
Tesco Plc’s gain.

Holdings in the SPDR Gold Trust, the biggest exchange-traded product 
backed by the metal, fell the most in a year, extending a slump to the lowest 
since November 2008 and defying a rally for prices.

U.S. and Japanese index futures (SPA) rose with New Zealand stocks before 
China reports on economic growth and factory output. Australia’s dollar held 
gains against the greenback while copper declined with palladium.

20 October

Deirdre Connelly became a rising star at GlaxoSmithKline Plc (GSK) by helping 
the company survive a scandal. Her future may be clouded by a more basic 
challenge: Glaxo’s struggle to sell medicine in its biggest market.

The exemption of U.S. government-supported mortgage programs from 
regulations created after the 2008 financial crisis is curbing issuance of home-
loan securities without taxpayer backing, according to Patrick McEnerney, a 
managing director at Deutsche Bank AG.

Asian stocks rose while credit risk in the region retreated to a three-week low 
after U.S. shares jumped the most in a year. Australian bonds pared a decline 
as inflation slowed more than estimated.

Australia’s core inflation slowed last quarter as the removal of a carbon tax cut 
power bills, giving the central bank scope to keep record-low interest rates.

21 October

Lloyds Banking Group Plc (LLOY), Britain’s largest mortgage provider, will 
announce about 9,000 job cuts next week as its customers shift to online 
services from physical branches, a person with knowledge of the matter said.

Boeing Co. (BA) fell the most on the Dow Jones Industrial Average (INDU) as 
investors signaled concern that the world’s largest planemaker isn’t moving 
fast enough to curb costs on the 787 Dreamliner.

Asian stocks dropped, with the regional index falling from a two-week high 
after U.S. equities halted their rally. Oil maintained declines while New 
Zealand’s dollar weakened after inflation slowed more than estimated.

New Zealand inflation in the third quarter slowed more than economists and 
the central bank forecast, giving Governor Graeme Wheeler scope to keep 
borrowing costs unchanged for longer. The currency fell.

22 October

Daimler AG is among German companies that have found a way to cut 
personnel costs in the high-wage country: buy labor like it’s paper clips.

For Amazon.com Inc. (AMZN) Chief Executive Officer Jeff Bezos, it’s turning 
into a season of worsts.

U.S. equity-index futures slid and Asian stocks pared their advance, while 
the yen gained with Treasuries after a doctor in New York tested positive for 
Ebola. Crude oil retreated.

Stockland (SGP), Australia’s largest diversified real estate trust, is the nation’s 
first issuer to sell bonds funding more environmentally-sound projects.

23 October

Most of the lenders that failed the European Central Bank’s balance-sheet test 
have been let off for good behavior.

For almost six years, one of the most powerful bull markets on record has 
coexisted with the weakest economic recovery since World War II. This 
month’s selloff in stocks shows how much investors want that to change.

Asian shares and U.S. equity-index futures climbed, signaling global stocks 
may extend the biggest weekly rally in more than a year, and the euro rose as 
the European Central Bank gave most lenders a clean bill of health in a study 
of bank balance sheets. Brent crude oil fell.

An exchange-traded fund investing in Brazilian equities plunged the most in 
three years in Tokyo after President Dilma Rousseff won re-election, damping 
speculation for a change in policies that have wiped out $553 billion of stock 
market value and left the economy in recession.

24 October


